Suppo/r.caltt Student Initiatives
Vote for the Transpo/r.calttation Fee Referendum
Accommodate more riders.
The ‘Runner provides service to a growing campus. Over the past decade, ridership has grown from 559,000 to 2,062,601 without a fee increase.
Reduce traffic and vehicle use.
Riding The ‘Runner reduces the number of vehicles on campus, limits your personal vehicle wear and tear, and saves gas money. Park in the outer lots on campus or leave your vehicle at home; ride The ‘Runner to class.
Go green.
Last year, shuttle services reduced traffic in and around campus by over 2,880 vehicles, saving an estimated 550 metric tons of CO2 emissions.
Maintain competitive services.
Enjoy the benefits of on-campus transportation services at an affordable cost. UTSA’s transportation fee will remain among the lowest for large Texas public universities.
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